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Abstract. Completion modulo a congruence is a method for constructing a presentation of an
equational theory as a rewrite system that defines unique normal forms with respect to the
congruence. We formulate this completion method as an equational inference system and present
techniques for proving the correctness of procedures based on the inference system. Ou  correctness
results cover generalized and improved versions of the Peterson-Stickel and the Jouannaud-
Kirchner procedure.
1. Introduction
Rewrite systems are collections of directed equations (rules) used to compute by
repeatedly replacing subterms in a given formula until a simplest form possible
(normal form) is obtained. Many formula manipulation systems such as REDUCE
or MACSYMA  use equations for simplification in this manner. Canonical (i.e.,
terminating Church-Rosser) rewrite systems have the property that all equal terms
(and only equal terms) simplify to an identical normal form. Deciding validity in
theories for which canonical systems are known (e.g., group theory) is thus easy
and reasonably efficient. A number of canonical systems have been derived with
the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure (Knuth and Bendix [IS]).
Unfortunately, the Knuth-Bendix procedure cannot be applied to axioms such
as commutativity that induce nonterminating rewrite sequences. There are also some
practical limitations in its handling of associativity, as pointed out by Peterson and
Stickel [24, p. 2361. Associativity and commutativity are typical equations more
naturally viewed as “structural” axioms (defining a congruence relation on terms)
than as “simplifiers” (defining a reduction relation).
Huet [l l] proposed a method in which a set of structural axioms A is singled
out from a given a set of equations E and an attempt is made to construct a rewrite
system R, such that Au R defines the same equational theory as E, and R defines
normal forms that are unique up to the congruence generated by A. How ver, in
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this method, rewrite rules cannot have more than one occurrence of a variable on
the left-hand side. This requirement can be avoided by extending the notion of
rewriting to more complicated data structures such as as o iative-commutative-
congruence classes of terms.
Completion for rewriting modulo a congruence was first shown to be practically
feasible by Peterson and Stickel [24], for associative-commutative congruences.
Similar ideas were expounded by Lankford and Ballantyne [21-231. Jouannaud [ 131
and Jouannaud and Kirchner [14] demonstrated that a modified version of the
Peterson-Stickel method can be applied not only to associativity and commutativity
but to any equational theory for which minimal, complete sets of unifiers exist and
congruence classes are finite. The fundamental operations underlying these comple-
tion procedures are generalized versions of matching and unification, defined with
respect to the given congruence.
In this paper, we formalize completion modulo a congruence as an equational
inference system. The individual inference rules represent the elementary computa-
tion steps that can be combined in different ways to yield a wide range of completion
procedures. As we show, both the Peterson-Stickel and the Jouannaud-Kirchner
procedure can be formulated within this framework. We present techniques for
reasoning about such inference systems by adapting the proof ordering approach
of Bachmair, Dershowitz and Hsiang [3] and Bachmair [l]. Correctness proofs
based on proof orderings are comparatively simple and cover a large class of
completion procedures, not just a specific version.
We first establish the correctness of a class of procedures that are characterized
by the systematic use of so-called “extended” rules. This result applies to congruences
induced by any theory A for which minimal, complete sets of unifiers exist, regardless
of whether congruence classes are finite or infinite. As an illustration of possible
improvements of the general correctness result, we prove the correctness of Peterson
and Stickel’s associative-commutative completion procedure. (We refer here to the
original version described by Peterson and Stickel [24], not to the less efficient
modification described by Jouannaud and Kirchner [14].)
We then proceed with a discussion of alternatives to extended rules proposed by
Jouannaud and Kirchner [14], and establish the correctness of another class of
procedures that includes the Jouannaud-Kirchner procedure. This correctness result
covers theories A for which minimal, complete sets of unifiers exist and the proper
subterm ordering module A is well-founded.
Finally, we briefly describe critical pair criteria for determining whether an
equation is redundant for the construction of a canonical system.
2. Equations and rewrite rules
We shall be concerned with (first-order) terms over some set of operator symbols
F and some set of variables V. The letters s, t, and u denote terms; f and g denote
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operator symbols; x, y, and z denote variables. We assume that F contains at least
one constant. Thus, the set of groulzd terms, i.e., terms containing no variables, is
nonempty. For example, if + is a binary operator, - is a unary operator, and 0
and 1 are constants, then (-x+y) +0 is nonground and 1 + 0 is ground.
A subterm of a term t is called proper if it is distinct from t. The expression t/p
denotes the subterm of t at position p. We identify positions with sequences of
positive numbers (cf. Huet [ 111). For example, if t is the term (-x + y) +O, then
t/l = -x+y and t/1.2= y.
By p.q we denote the concatenation of two sequences p and q. A position p is
said to be below position q if p.q’= q for some q’. If in addition q’ is nonempty,
then p is strictly below q. Two positions are disjoint if neither one is below the other.
We write t[s] to indicate that the term t contains  as a subterm and (ambiguously)
denote by t[u] the result of replacing a particular occurrence of s by U. By to we
denote the result of applying the substitution u to he term t, and call tu an instance
of t. An instance s of t is proper if t is not an instance of s. Thus, -x + 0 and x+x
are proper instances of x + y, whereas x + z is a nonproper instance.
A binary relation +on terms is monotonic with respect to the term structure if
s + t implies U[S] -+ u[ t] for all terms s, t, and u. It is monotonic with respect to
instantiation if s + t implies S(T* ta for all terms s and t, and substitutions o.
A relation that satisfies both properties is simply called monotonic. A relation + is
called noetherian if and only if there is no infinite sequence t, --f tz + t3 + . . . . The
symbols ++, -j*, and e denote the transitive, transitive-reflexive, and symmetric
closure of + respectively. The inverse of + is denoted by +-. A (strict partial)
ordering is an irreflexive and transitive binary relation. Noetherian orderings are
said to be well-founded. A reduction ordering is a well-founded monotonic ordering
on terms.
An equation is a pair of terms, written s = t. Given a set of equations E, we denote
byeF the symmetric and monotonic closure of E. That is, u tiE u if and only if u
is w[sa] and r~ is w[ tv] for some term w, substitution a, and equation s * t in E
(s + t ambiguously denotes s =t or t = s). The relation -E is the smallest monotonic
congruence that contains E (a congruence is, by definition, monotonic with respect
to the term structure). We shall refer to H z as the quational theory defined
by E.
Directed equations are called rewrite rules and are written s +t. A rewrite system
is a set R of rewrite rules. The rewrite relation +R is the monotonic closure of R.
That is, u -+K u (u rewrites to V) if and only if u is w[sa] and u is w[ tu] for some
term w, substitution CT, and rewrite rule s +t in R. We will have occasion to write
u --+R,s_, z, to indicate that u rewrites to v by application of a rule s+ t in R .
A rewrite system is said to terminate if +“, is a well-founded ordering. A term that
cannot be rewritten by R is said to be irreducible. A normalform of t (with respect
to R) is any irreducible term u for which t --+z u.
Henceforth, let A be some fixed set of equations. (For simplicity, we assume that
A is symmetric. Hence the relations -+A and ++A are identical.) By [s] we denote
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the congruence class of s with respect to A; that is, [s] is the set {t: s*$ t}. For
any rewrite system R, we denote by R/A (R mod A) the set of all rewrite rules
s--tt such that s*~u-+~v++*A t, for some terms u and v. The system R / A
represents the rewrite relation induced by R on congruence classes of A.
We say that a term s A-matches a term t if there is a substitution (T such that
su -5 f. If congruence classes of A are finite (and an algorithm for enumerating
the elements of each congruence class is given) and R is finite, then reducibility of
terms by R/A is decidable. To determine whether a term t is reducible by R/A,
check whether some left-hand side of a rule in R matches some subterm of a term
in the congruence class of f. Since rewriting by R/A is inefficient, if decidable at
all, we will approximate it by a weaker, but more practical notion of rewriting.
Let RA be the system of all rules s + t, such that s -2 UC and t is vu for some
rule u + v in R and some substitution V. The system R, is contained in R/A. It
generalizes rewriting by R in that it employs A-matching rather than ordinary
matching. In this sense we speak of rewriting modulo a congruence. A term f is
reducible by RA if and only if some left-hand side of a rule A-matches a subterm
of f.
For example, if A consists of the associativity and commutativity axioms for
addition, and R contains rules -x+x  0 and f(x, x)+x, then f(x+y, y-t x) is
irreducible by R, but can be reduced to x + y by RA.  The term -x + (x + y) is
irreducible by R,, whereas it can be reduced to 0+ y by R/A.
A reduction ordering > is compatible with A if and only if u -2 s > t ts$ v
implies u > v for all terms s, t, u, and v. Any ordering > that is compatible with
A induces an ordering on congruence classes of *z. Simply define [s] > [t] ifand
only ifs z t. A system R/A is terminating if and only if R is contained in some
reduction ordering > that is compatible with A .
A rewrite system R is said to be Church-Rosser modulo A if and only if, for all
terms s and t with s ++*AUK t, there are terms u and v such that s-z u -$ v -_*R  t.
We say that R is canonical modulo A if it is Church-Rosser modulo A and if R/A
is terminating. Such a canonical system defines normal forms that are unique up to
equivalence with respect to A. If R is canonical modulo A and R’ is any rewrite
system with R c R’S R/A, then R’ is also canonical modulo A. Furthermore, a
term is irreducible by R’ if and only if it is irreducible by R/A. For instance, if RA
is canonical modulo A, then it defines the same normal forms as R/A.
Characterizations of the Church-Rosser property in terms of confluence properties
can be found in Jouannaud and Kirchner [ 141. In this paper, we shall study methods
for constructing, given a set of equations E, a rewrite system R such that Au E
and Au R define the same equational theory and RA (or some other rewrite system
R’ with R z R’S R/A) is canonical modulo A .
3. Proof orderings
Theorem proving methods can often be interpreted as proof transformation or
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normalization procedures. Proving the correctness of such a proof method amounts
to showing that enough consequences can be deduced so that any arbitrary proof
can be transformed to a normal-form proof. Bachmair, Dershowitz, and Hsiang [3]
and Bachmair [l] introduced the concept of proof orderings to formalize a suitable
notion of proof normalization for standard completion and similar rewrite-based
proof methods. We adapt those techniques to rewriting module a congruence. First
let us introduce a suitable notion of proof.
Let E be a set of equations. A proof of s = t in E is a finite sequence of tuples
(rip,, t,, u,, q, (T,, pi, d,), 1 c i S n, where to is s, t, is t, and, for 15 i c n, ui e v, is
an equation in E, (T, is a substitution, p, is a position in t,_, such that t,_,/p, is uia,
and t, is f,_,[uio,], and d, is used to distinguish between different types of equations.
The individual tuples in a proof are called proofsfeps. The empty sequence, denoted
by A, serves as a proof of any equation t = t. Evidently, there is a proof of s = t in
E if and only ifs ++z t.
For simplicity, we usually leave most of the information in a proof implicit. For
instance, we shall speak of a proof s ++*E t, or a proof step s -E t, or simply write
a proof as a sequence of terms (to, , . , t,,). We shall also refer to “the equation
used in a proof step”, “the position of a proof step”, etc. We will generally distinguish
between rewrite rules and equations. If E i  a set of equations and R is a rewrite
system, then a proof step s ++E t is called an equality step; a step s -Jo t or s cR t,
a rewrite step; a proofs cR u jR t, apeak; a proofs efi u +R t, a cl@ We abbreviate
a proof of the form t,-+R...-Rtn by t,,+g t,, and call a proof to-f: tk_,e$
t,, +-_*R t, a rewrite proof modulo E in R. The normal-form proofs we are interested
in are rewrite proofs modulo A in R,$.
The letters P and Q are used to denote proofs. Let P be a proof (t,,, . . . , t,,). By
Pm’ we mean the proof (t,,, . , . , t,,); by Pa the proof (t,a, . , t,cr); and by
u[ P] the proof (tl[ t,,], . . . , u[t,]). A subproof of P is any proof (tl, . . , t,), where
OS i sjs n. We write P[Q] to indicate that P contains Q as a subproof.
A binary relation +on proofs is monotonic with respect to the proof structure if
Q+ Q’ implies P[ Q]+ P[ Q’] for all proofs P, Q, and Q’. It is monotonic with respect
to the term structure if P=sQ implies u[ P]+u[ Q] for all proofs P and Q and
terms u; and monotonic with respect to instantiation if PJQ  implies Pug  Qcr for
all proofs P and Q and substitutions u. A relation satisfying all three properties is
called monotonic. A proof reduction ordering, or simply proof ordering, is a well-
founded monotonic ordering on proofs.
The concept of multisets is important in defining proof orderings. A muftiset is
an unordered collection of elements in which elements may appear more than once.
(More formally, a multiset of elements of S can be defined as a mapping from S
to N.) If > is a partial ordering on S, then the corresponding multiset ordering >,,
on the set of all finite multisets of elements in S is the smallest transitive relation
such that
Nu{x}~,Nu{y,,...,y,,} whenevernsOandx>y, f o r  lsisn.
According to this ordering, an element of a multiset can be replaced by any finite
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number of elements that are smaller with respect to >. D rsh witz and Manna [6]
showed that the multiset  ordering > M is well-founded if and only if > is well-founded.
4. Critical pairs and extended rules
A rewrite system RA is Church-Rosser modulo A if and only if there is a rewrite
proof modulo A in RA for every equation valid in Au R,. A proof in Au R,+,, on
the other hand, is a rewrite proof modulo A in RA if and only if it contains no peak
S+-R,“-R,, t and no cliff s ++A u -+R* t (or the inverse of such a cliff). If RA is
Church-Rosser modulo A, then every peak or cliff can be replaced by a rewrite
proof modulo A. If R/A is terminating, the converse direction is also true. That is,
if RA is not Church-Rosser modulo A, then some peak or cliff cannot be replaced
by a rewrite proof modulo A.
The completion method consists of first identifying problematic peaks and cliffs
that cannot be replaced by rewrite proofs, and then deducing new equations to that
these peaks and cliffs can be eliminated. This process is repeated as long as necessary.
In this section, we formally define what is meant by problematic peaks and cliffs
and describe mechanisms for their elimination.
Let R be a rewrite system and s + t and u- u be rules in R with no variables
in common (the variables of one rule are renamed if necessary). Suppose that, for
some position p, the term s/p is a not a variable and is unifiable with U, u being
the most general unifier. Then the superposition of u + u on s -+ t at position p
determines a critical pair tcr = S(T[V(T]  (where the replacement in su takes place at
position p). The proof tcr tR su ‘R so[ uu] is called a critical overlap; the term SF,
the overlapped term; the position p, the critical pair position. By CP(R) we denote
the set of all critical pairs between rules in R.
For example, the rule x. x- --+ e can be superposed on (x. y)- + y- . xm at
position 1 to yield a critical pair x-- . x- = e-. The corresponding critical overlap
is x .x-tR(x.x )  +Re .
Lemma 4.1 (Critical Pair Lemma, Knuth and Bendix [18]). Let R be a rewrite system.
For every peak s cR u +R t, there either exists a term v such that s -g v +z t, or
else s ++Cp(R)  t.
Proof (sketch). Let P be a peak s +R u -+R t. Since the assertion holds trivially if
s and t are identical, we assume that they are distinct. We distinguish three types
of peaks.
If the two proof steps in P apply at disjoint positions, i.e., do not overlap, then
they can be commuted. In other words, the peak s tR u -+K t can be replaced by
the rewrite proof s -+R v tR t for some appropriate term v, as indicated in Fig. 1.
For example, since the two rules x. x- + e and e. x -+ x do not overlap in
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the peak can be replaced by a rewrite proof
e. (e.x)+Re.x+-,(x.x ).x.
If one proof step applies in the “variable part” of the other, we speak of a variable
ovedap (cf. Fig. 2). More precisely, a variable overlap is characterized by a substitu-
tion a, rules v -+ w and v’+ w’, and positions p and q such that u/p is vu, vu/q
is v’u, and v/q’ is a variable for some position q’ above q. The peak
U[Wcr[U’U, . ) da]]+-R u[va[v’c7,.  .) u’u]]-+R u[va[w’a, da,
can be replaced by a rewrite proof
u[wa[v’C7,...,v’a]] --) *R U[ w(T[ w’u, . . . ) W’CT]]
+R u[ va[ w’a, . . . ) W’CT]] t*R u[ va[ w’q da,
as depicted in Fig. 2.
For example, the variable overlap
e+-,(e.x).(e.x)-+,x.(e.x)
3 u’flll
v’all
Fig. 2. Variable overlap.
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can be replaced by a rewrite proof
If one proof step applies below the other, but not in the variable part, then we
speak of a proper overlap. In that case, the equation s = t can be written as u[ ’a] =
v[f’o], where s’= t’ is a critical pair in C!‘(R). Critical overlaps are “minimal”
proper overlaps. While a finite rewrite system R may determine infinitely many
proper overlaps, it can only define finitely many critical overlaps.0
The Critical Pair Lemma indicates that non-overlaps and variable overlaps can
always be replaced by rewrite proofs, while each proper overlap s cR u -+R t can
be replaced by a single equality step s -C.p(R) t.
We can apply the Critical Pair Lemma to the rewrite system R,  to infer that
whenever stR, u + K,, t is a proper overlap, then s ++C.F,R,) t. Since the set CP( RA)
is in general infinite, this does not yield a practical method for dealing with such
overlaps. The same difficulty also arises with cliffs s -A u +R,, t.
We shall therefore reason about systems RA indirectly, by reasoning about the
(finite) system R and regarding a proof step s jR,, t as an abbreviation for a proof
s -2 s’+~ t in which all proof steps in s -: s’are below s’+~ t. By this convention,
when speaking of a peak s cR, u+R, t, we are referring to a certain proof of the
form s tR s’ -X 1’ ---f R t. We shall give sufficient conditions, depending on A and
R, such that those proofs corresponding to proper overlaps can be eliminated.
First consider a peak s tR,u +R,,t, where the first proof step is not strictly below
any other step. Such a peak can either be written as a peak s tR s‘+~,, t where
again the first proof step is not strictly below any other step, or else can be written
as s cR, s‘HA t’+R, t, where the subproof s’ ++A t’ +RA t is a cliff in which the
first proof step is not below any other proof step. On the other hand, if in a cliff
s -A u +R,% t the first proof step is at or below another step, then the cliff represents
a single proof step s +R, t.
Henceforth, by a peak s tR u +R4 t we intend a proof wherein the first proof
step is not strictly below any other step; by a cliff s ++n u jR, t, a proof wherein
the first proof step is not below any other step. The above considerations indicate
that a proof in Au R can be interpreted as a rewrite proof modulo A in RA if and
only if it contains no such peak or cliff (or the inverse thereof). By Nz we denote
the set of all such peaks and cliffs and their inverses. A proof, none of whose
subproofs are in NY, is called a normal-form proof:
A peak s cR u --zR4 t represents a proof s tR u +Q, u, eR,. . . ++A u, jRA t,
where the proof steps apply at positions p, ql,. . . , q,,, and q (in that order) such
that p is not strictly below q, and each qi is below q. If p and q are disjoint, we
speak of a non-overlap. If q is below p, the peak is either a variable overlap or a
proper overlap. More precisely, let v+ w be the rule applied in the first proof step
so that u/p is V(T for some substitution o, and q is a position in u[v(T]. If q is also
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a position in u[u] and the subterm u[v]/q  is not a variable, then we speak of a
proper overlap; otherwise, of a variable overlap.
We apply the same classification to cliffs s -A u jR,, t, which represent proofs
s *A u * A  ul -R., ’ ’ ’ +?A % -R., t, where the proof steps apply at positions p,
ql,. . . , q,,, q such that p is not below q and each q, is below q .
If a peak s cR u +R,t is a non-overlap or a variable overlap, then it can be
replaced by some rewrite proof s +z,~1 +snt (cf. the Critical Pair Lemma).
Likewise, any cliff s eA u+R, t, which is a non-overlap or a variable overlap, can
be replaced by a rewrite proof modulo A in R,. In the case of a variable overlap
the assumption is crucial that the first proof step not be below any other step.
For example, the equation a = b nd the rule x. x + x determine a variable overlap
a.bw,a.a+,a
that can only be replaced by a proof
but not by a rewrite proof modulo A. Rewriting modulo a congruence allows us to
disregard such variable overlaps, as a. b ++A a. a ‘R a can be interpreted as a
single rewrite step a . b -+Rn  a.
Observe that the example involves a non-left-linear rewrite rule. In fact, a variable
overlap s ++A u -+R t, wherein the first proof step is below the second, can always
be replaced by a rewrite proof modulo A, if the proof step u ‘R s is by application
of a left-linear rewrite rule. (On the basis of this observation, Jouannaud and Kirchner
[ 141 combine standard rewriting with rewriting modulo a congruence in such a way
that the former is confined to left-linear rules. We shall briefly discuss this approach
in Section 8.)
In sum, non-overlaps and variable overlaps can be transformed to rewrite proofs
modulo A. If minimal, complete sets of unifiers exist for A, pr per overlaps can
also be dealt with.
Two terms s and t are said to be A-um$able if there exists a substitution (an
A-unijer) CT such that XT  -2 tu. A set 1 of A-unifiers of s and t is complete if for
every A-unifier T of s and t there exist substitutions (T in 2 and p such that
XT ++2 (xv)p for all variables x occurring in s or t. We may assume without loss
of generality that whenever CT is an element of a complete set of A-unifiers of s and
t, then X(T  =x for all variables x not occurring in s or t. Finally, a set 2 of A-unifiers
of s and t is said to be minimal if, given any two distinct substitutions c and r in
1, there is no substitution p such that XT -2 (xa)p for all variables x in s or t.
Finite, complete sets of unifiers need not always exist for arbitrary sets of equations
[25]. There are also theories for which minimal, complete sets of unifiers do not
always exist [8]. However, if there is a finite, complete set of unifiers, then there is
a minimal one. Minimal, complete sets of unifiers are also unique in a certain sense
(as shown in detail in [S]). Algorithms for computing minimal, complete sets of
unifiers are known for many theories of practical importance, including ommutativ-
ity [25], associativity and commutativity [28,7], and associativity, commutativity
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and identity [7]. If A is the empty set, then the set consisting of the (unique) most
general unifier of s and t is complete. For a survey on unification, see [26]. More
recent results can be found in [16, 17, 91.
Henceforth, we shall assume that A is a set of equations for which minimal,
complete sets of unifiers exist.
Let u + u and s --$ t be rules with no variables in common and let p be a
nonvariable position in u such that u/p and s are A-unifiable with a minimal,
complete set of unifiers 2. We may assume that for each (T in 2 and variable x in
u/p or s, the term xu contains none of the variables occurring in s or u. By an
A-critical overlap we mean any proof vu tRMU ++x uu[su] +R ua[ tu], where u is
in 2 (and the replacements in uutake place at position p). The equation vu = uu[ tu]
is called an A-critical pair of s + t on u + v at position p. By CP,( R) we denote
the set of all A-critical pairs between rules in R; by CP,(A, R), the set of all
A-critical pairs of equations in A o  rules in R .
Lemma 4.2 (Extended Critical Pair Lemma, Jouannaud [13]). Let A be a set of
equations and R be a rewrite system.
(1) For every proper overlap s cR u + RA t, where s +-R  u applies at a position p
and all other proof steps are below p, there is a proofs e; v ~~~~~~~ w ++2 t.
(2) Suppose that A contains no equation t&x. For every proper overlap
s e,, u jR t, wherein s eA u applies at position p and all otherproof steps are strictly
below p, there is a proofs -2 v ++cp,,ca,R,  w ++*A t such that v ~~e,,(~,~) w applies at
position p and all proof steps in s ++X v and w +-+X t are strictly below p.
A slightly stronger version of this lemma, with a more precise characterization
of the proofs s -5 v and w e:t, can be found in [14]. The lemma suggests that
A-critical pairs can be used to eliminate proper overlaps. Different mechanisms
have also been suggested for elimination of cliffs.
A cliff, it it is a proper overlap, represents a proof
w[va] ++* w[uu] -2 w[uu[su]] -+R w[uu[tu]],
where the individual proof steps apply at positions , q,, . . . , qn, and q such that
q is strictly below p, and each position q1 is below q. If we place the rule s -+ t in
a larger context and assume that the “extension”U[S] + u[t] is also contained in
R, then evidently w[vu]-+R, w[uu[tu]], since we can apply the “extended rule”
at the position p above q. In other words, if R is “closed with respect to extension”,
then each cliff can be eliminated.
Let s -+ t be a rule and u = v be an equation such that some proper nonvariable
subterm u/p is A-unifiable with 1. Then u[s]-+ u[ t], where the replacement in u
takes place at position p, is called an extended rule of s + t with respect to u = v.
By EXT,(R)  we denote the set of all extended rules of R with respect to A .
Extended rules were originally introduced by Peterson and Stickel [24] in the
context of associative-commutative rewriting. The above definition is from [ 141.To
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compute an extended rule we only need to know the position p at which u/p and
s are A-unifiable, but not the actual A-unifiers. As a result, extended rules are often
easier to compute than A-critical pairs.
For example, a rewrite rule can be extended with respect to the associativity
axiom x + ( y + z) = (x+ y) + z if and only if its left-hand side is unifiable under
associativity with y+ z or x+y, which is the case if and only if the rule is of the
form s + t + u. The corresponding extended rules are x + (s + t) + x +u and (s + t) +
x--t utx.
5. Completion module a congruence
We shall formulate completion modulo a congruence as an equational inference
system, with the individual inference rules representing the elementary computation
steps of completion. We explicitly distinguish between rewrite rules and other
equations.
Many of the inference rules are designed so that equations and rules can be kept
in fully-simplified form and redundant rules can be deleted. For instance, in the
presence of s - t, any rule u[s] * u[ t] is redundant and can be removed. However,
extended rules have to be exempted from this deletion mechanism. Therefore we
partition a given rewrite system R into two sets N and S, where rules in S will be
“protected” from certain simplification mechanisms. (Formally, we may define
s ++A t to be a proof step (s, t, u, u, CT, p, d) where d is “A”; s eE t, a proof step
where d is “E”; s -,,, t, a proof step where d is “N”; and ses t, a proof step
where d is “S”.) An inference rule, for our purposes, is a binary relation on the
set of tuples (E, N, S). The goal of completion is the construction of a rewrite
system R such that RA is canonical modulo A.
Let > be a reduction ordering that is compatible with A and D be any well-
founded ordering on terms. The inference system ‘82 (or simply %) for completion
modulo the congruence induced by A consists of the inference rules below, where E
is any set of equations and R = N u S is any rewrite system contained in >.
Deduction:
(E, N, S)
(E ” {s = t}, N, S)
Extension:
(-5 N S)
(E, N, Su{s 3 t})
Orientation:
(E u {s k t}, N, S)
(E, N v (s ~ t>, s)
Protection: (J%  IV u 1s - t>, S)
(6 N Su{s-+ tl)
Deletion :
(E u {s = t}, N, S)
(E, N, S)
ifs -AUK  u ++R, t, (1)
ifs = t E EXT,( R), (2)
i fs> t, (3)
(4)
ifs*; t. (5)
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The deduction rule, though formulated in more general terms, is only needed for
computation of A-critical pairs.O ientation of equations into rewrite rules is
governed by the given reduction ordering >, which assures that termination of
rewrite systems is preserved. The following inference rules, which are also part of
82, are indispensable for efficiency.
Composition:
(E, N u {s + t>, 8
(E, N u (s ~ u), S) if t ‘R/A u,
Collupse: (Eu{u=t}, N,S) ifs -So* u and SDV.
(6)
(7)
(8)
(In the last inference rule, s +R, u refers to a proof s ++z u’jR U, where u’+~ u
is by application of a rule v --+ w.)
We write (E, N, S) i-% (E’, N’, S’) to indicate that (E’, N’, S’) can be obtained
from (E, N, S) by application of one of the above inference rules. A (possibly
infinite) sequence (E,,, NO, SO) kw (E, , N,, S,) +-p. . . is called a derivation from
( EO, NO, S,). By the limit of a sequence of sets of equations E,,, E, , . . . we mean
the set lJi  njzi E, of all persisting equations.
Each inference system ZY is sound, as expressed in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. If (E, N, S) tF (E’, N’, S’), then the congruence relations ++XUR and
++sURz are the same.
If (E, N, S) t, (E’, N’, S’) and the reduction ordering > contains N u S, then
> also contains N’u S’ (the ordering > is compatible with A). Consequently, the
system (N”u S”)/A is terminating, for any derivation for which the initial rewrite
system N,u So is contained in the reduction ordering >. Furthermore, if (E, N, S) ku
(E’, N’, S’), then any term t that is reducible by (N u S)/A is also reducible by
(N’ u S’)/A.
By an A-completion procedure we mean a program that accepts as input a reduction
ordering >, a well-founded ordering D, a set of equations E,,, and a rewrite system
R, = N,u So contained in >; and uses the inference rules of 82 to generate a
derivation from (E,, NO, S,). We say that an A-completion procedure fails for a
given input if E” # 8. It is correct, if (N” u S”), is canonical modulo A, whenever
E” = $3. We will use proof orderings to derive sufficient conditions for the correctness
of A-completion procedures.
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6. The extended rule method
Peterson and Stickel [24] designed an A-completion procedure for sets A of
associativity and commutativity axioms that is characterized by the systematic use
of extended rules. We demonstrate that similar techniques can be applied to arbitrary
sets of equations A for which minimal, complete sets of unifiers exist.
First we design a noetherian relation =3, proofs such that for every derivation
(E”, NO, S”) +P (6, Nl, S,) FE. . . and proof Pi in Au E,  u R,, there is a sequence
of proofs Pi 3, P;+, 3, . . . , where P, is a proof in Au E,  u R,  and P,,  = P,,,,  = . . ,
for some na i. Note that P,  has to be a proof in A u E" u R". Hence, to prove
that RT is Church-Rosser modulo A, it suffices to show that for each proof P,  in
A u E, u Ri  there is a sequence of proof transformations such that P,  is a normal-form
proof with respect to JV~.
The inference rules for orientation, protection, and deletion are reflected by proof
transformation rules
where E is a finite set of equations and N and S are finite rewrite systems contained
in Z. Simplification, composition, and collapse inferences are mirrored by transfor-
mation rules
s+,t + s-+Su +R/A t ,
where s -+N t and s js t are by application of the rule s + t, and the rewrite step
in s +R, v is by a rule s’+ u’, with s D s’.
Deduction inferences achieve elimination of peaks, as expressed by the transfor-
mation rule
StRU*Rnt * s++;v++,w*:t.
The transformation rule
S-RU--zR,t =+ s’;,v-&,* t
describing elimination of non-overlaps and variable overlaps, does not originate
from any inference rule.
The inference rule for extension, reflected by a transformation rule
s -R,u=u t * S -+S,w[u]=w[u]  1,
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is important for elimination of cliffs that are proper overlaps. Further transformation
rules cover non-overlaps and variable overlaps:
w[v, S] +‘A w[“, sl +R,, w[“, II +’ w[v, sl  +R,, w[u, tl -A w[% tl,
where u ++A v and s +R, t, and
v[s,...,s] ‘+A u[s, . . . , s] -RA u[t, s, . . . , s]
* v[s,. . , s] -& v[t,. . .) t] e/j u[t,. . . ) t] +*R,, u[t, s, . . ) s],
where u[x, . . . , x] ++A v[x, . . . , x] and s -+R,, 1.
By %! g (E, N, S) we denote the binary relation on proofs in A u E u R that contains
all pairs of proofs (P, Q) and (P-‘, 0-l) for which P+Q is an instance of one of
the above proof transformation rules. By 3: (or simply Sn,) we understand the set
U E.N,S 9.$(  E, N, S), where E ranges over all finite sets of equations and N and S
over all finite rewrite systems contained in >. The monotonic closure of 3% is
denoted by +,.
The proof relation =3, reflects the inference system 8 in the following sense.
Lemma 6.1. i’f (E, N, S) t-4 (E’, N’, S’) and P is a proof in Au E u R, then there is
a proof P’ in Au E’u R’, such that P +$ P’.
Lemma 6.2. The proof relation +: induced by the rewrite system 9’lf is noetherian.
Proof. We present a well-founded ordering >f on proofs that contains =s~ as a
subset.
Let P be a proof (to, . . . , t,) in Au E u R, where R = N u S, and suppose that
an equation u, = vi is applied at position p, in the ith proof step. The complexity
of single proof steps is defined by
YP =
({[Lll), ui, J-, 1, [41) if tip, -+N t,,
({[ttlI, vi, I, I, Ltt-ll) if t,_r +N ti,
({[ti-*l)9 I, PP, I, Ltil) if ti-r -A t,,
({[ti-~l>~ I, I, IPi ltil) if tip, +s ti,
where J_  is a new symbol and jp( denotes the length of the sequence p (i.e., the
depth of the redex in the term). The ith proof step in P is said to be bound on the
left if t, cs, ti for some j < i; and bound on the right if tip, +sA t,, for some j 3 i.
We define: /3p = 0 if the ith proof step in P is bound on the left and right; pp = 1
if it is either bound on the left or on the right, but not both; and pp = 2 otherwise.
Tuples rp are compared lexicographically by the multisetextension >M of the
reduction ordering z (in the first component), the ordering D (  the second
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component), the usual greater-than relation on the natural numbers (in the third
and fourth component), and the reduction ordering > (in the last component).
The symbol I is assumed to be minimal in all these orderings. We denote this
lexicographic ordering by >’ and define P >w Q if and only if { yr, . . . , y:}
>cM {YP,. . 9 y:}. The ordering + is monotonic and well-founded.
We will prove that each proof transformation by *‘A  decreases the complexity
of a proof with respect to the ordering > ,+. More formally, we will prove that
whenever a proof P contains a subproof Q and (Q, Q’) is in SF, then P[ Q] > f P[ Q’].
The proof transformations induced by orientation, simplification, and elimination
of peaks decrease the complexity of a proof in the first component. The transforma-
tions induced by collapse reduce the complexity in the second component; the
transformations induced by extension reduce it in the second or fourth component.
Protection and composition reduce the complexity in the fourth and fifth component
respectively. The third component is essential for proving that elimination of cliffs
(in particular, variable overlaps) is complexity reducing. (It would be sufficient to
use a constant instead of j3 p, but the slightly more complicated complexity measure
will be of advantage in the case of sets A of a sociativity and commutativity axioms.)
In detail, we have the following cases:
(i) Extension. We may infer s+~,,~_~ f > c s -fs,~,ul_,,.,L’, t from the inequality
({[SD, 4 1, L [[I) >c (Ksl), L 1, IPI, [tl).
Also, .s -s,u-u f >r s -~,w~u~+,v[~~t because (Xsl), 1, L 1~. 91, [tl) >’ (UsI>, 1,
I, IpI, [t]) (note that q is nonempty, as U-+U applies strictly below the extended
rule w[u]+w[v]).
(ii) Orientation. In this case, s *E t > + s -+N t follows from {[s], [t]} 2, {[s]}.
(iii) Protection. Here s +N t > y s -+st is implied by ({[s]}, u, I, I, [t]) 2’ ({[s]},
L L IPI, ItI).
(iv) Deletion. We have seE t >% s -2 t because {[s], [t]} >M {[IA]} for each
term 24 in s ++2 t.
(v) Simpli$cation. We have s ++E t >.z s +RIA u eE t because {[s], [t]} >M {[VI}
for each term ZJ in s +R/A U, and {[sl, [tl> )M {[ul, [tl>.
(Vi) Composition. We have s +N,,_, t Z c s --+N,s_a v +R/,, t because ({[s]}, s, I,
I, [t]) >’ ({[s]}, s  I, I, [u]), and in addition s is bigger than each term in u +R,A t.
Also, s +s,.s-r t > c, s -+.s,.s+cu +R/A t, because ({[sll, 1, 1, Id, [tl) zc ({[sl), 1,
I, IpI, [v]), and s is bigger than each term in ~1 +R,A t.
(vii) Collapse. If s D u, then s-~,,_, t >? s -2 ~‘--z,+_~, u eF: t because the
rewrite step s +N t is more complex than all proof steps in s ++: s’ -+R: u (in the
second component) and u *E t (in the first component).
(viii) Peaks. We have .s+--~ u +R4 t > d s +s,, v +g,,, t because u is bigger than
each term in s +:, u +R,$* t. By the same token, S-RU’R,,f2%
s~:v++,weXt.
In all of the cases above, we have now proved that Q > V Q’ whenever (Q, Q’) is
in 9X8. It is easily seen that we also have P[Q] > F P[Q’]. (Note that some proof
transformations may have the side effect of decreasing the complexity, in the third
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component, of equality steps s ++A t in the unchanged part of P. For instance, when
a rewrite step S +N,u_a t is replaced by s +s,,.~U1_w,vl t, then some equality steps
may be bound on the right in P[Q’], even though they were not bound in P[Q].)
The only remaining cases pertain to the elimination of cliffs.
(ix) C&Ys, non-overlaps. Let Q be a non-overlap s *A  u +R, t and Q’ be the
corresponding rewrite proof s -So, v -A t. Here u jR, t represents a proof
U++f$U”R t a n d  s-+~, v’ represents the same sequence of proof steps,
s *T\ s’+~ v, applied at the same position but within the term s instead of u. If in
a proof P[Q] an equality step of u -2 u’ is bound on the left (respectively right),
so is the corresponding proof step of s ++z s’ in the proof P[Q’]. Therefore,
u ++x u’ >=r s -5 s’. The two rewrite steps u’-+~ t and s’-+~ v have the same
complexity (they apply at the same position!). We also have s ++A u >V v ++A I,
because {s} >M {v}. Thus, we may conclude that s @A u dR,, t > c s +R,, v eA t.
(x) Clifi, variable overlaps. If Q is a variable overlap s -A u -+ Kn t, then the
corresponding rewrite proof Q’is either of the form s -A w +-E,, t or
s’R,v ‘~‘*R,,V~AM’C~ n 1.
We have s eA u +RA t > r, s -A w +zA t, because the two equality steps s ++* u
and s e, w have the same complexity, whereas u +R,, t > d t --+& w because u is
bigger than each term in t -+g, w. Indeed, we even have P[Q] >V P[Q’].
Next compare the two proofs s en u -+Rq t and s --+R, v’ -+g, v fsA w +-& 1.
First note that the equality step s c-,A u is more complex than each proof step in
v”;,, v *Aw +z,,  t, because s is bigger than each term in the latter proof. Also,
~-+~,,tisaproofu*~u’-)R t and s jK,, v’ represents the same sequence of proof
steps, s ++x s’ ‘R u’, but applied at a different position and within s instead of u.
If in a proof P[Q] an equality step of u -3u’ is bound on the left (respectively
right), so is the corresponding proof step of s -2 s’ in the proof P[ Q’], from which
we may infer that u ++2 u’ >r s -2 s’. In addition, if u’ *N t, then s’ jN v’ and
both steps have the same complexity. If u‘~Sf,thens’-2sv’ands~AfZ’CS’~Rv’.
Putting together all these arguments, we may conclude that P[ Q] > x p[ Q’].
In summary, we may infer that P[ Q] > x P[ Q’] whenever (Q, Q’) is in 92%. This
implies that +, is noetherian. 0
We can now characterize which (nonfailing) derivations induce normalizing
sequences of proof transformations.
A derivation (E,, NO, SO) +c (E, , N, , S,) ty . . . is said to be fair with respect to
extensions if CPA(R”) is a subset of Uk Ek and EXT,(R”) is a subset of lJk Sk.
(The second condition calls for R” to be closed with respect to extension.)
A completion procedure is said to be fair with respect to exdensions if it generates
only derivations for which CP,( R”) is a subset of Uk Ek and EXTA( R”) is a subset
of US,.
Theorem 6.3. Let A be a set of equations for which minimal, complete sets of unifiers
exist. If an A-completion procedure is fair with respect to extensions and does not fail
for the given input, then RT is canonical modulo A.
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Proof .  Let (E,, N,, S,) kg (E,, N,, S,) t,8. . . be a derivation for which E”=@
We first show that whenever a proof P in Au E, u R, contains a peak or cliff of
JK~, then there is a proof Q in Au E, u R, for some j 2 0 such that P +: Q.
Suppose P is not in normal form with respect to &. If P does not persist, then
by Lemma 6.1 there is a proof Q in E, u R, for some j >i such that P +“c Q. Let
us therefore assume that P persists, i.e., is a proof in Au E”u R”. Since Em= 0,
the proof P must contain a peak s cR= u jRu; r or a cliff s +A u +R; t. Any peak
or cliff which is a non-overlap or a variable overlap can be replaced by a simpler
proof, as described by the corresponding proof transformation rules.
If P contains a proper overlap s -Rx u -+R; t, then by the Extended Critical Pair
Lemma s ++2 s’ ++cp,(R=Jt’-: t. Since by fairness CP,(R”) E LJk Ek, there is a
proofs -*A  s’ -Ei. t’ -2 t for some k 2 0. Using Lemma 6.1, we may infer that there
is a proof Q in Au E, u R, for some j 2 0 such that P +: Q.
Finally, suppose that P contains a proper overlap s _A u +R$ t, where the rewrite
step is by a rule s’+ t’. By fairness, each extended rule u[s’] + u[t’] in EXT,(R”)
is contained in some set S,. Hence the cliff can be interpreted as a single proof step
s -zcsiJA t for some k. Thus, there is a proof Q in Au E, u R, for some j 2 0 such
that P +fp Q.
In summary, for every proof P in A u Ei u Ri that contains a peak or cliff of Xc,
there is a proof Q with P +: Q. Since =+G is well-founded, we may infer that every
proof in Au Ei u Ri can be transformed to a normal-form proof. This implies that
Rz is canonical modulo A. 0
Fairness with respect to extensions implies the correctness of an A-completion
procedure. In this sense, fairness characterizes a class of correct completion pro-
cedures. Procedures that are fair with respect to extensions are required
(1) to compute all A-critical pairs between persisting rules and
(2) to extend all persisting rules.
Condition (2) may necessitate computation of an infinite set of extended rules, but
can be weakened for many theories A that are of interest in practice, as we shall
demonstrate for sets A of associativity and commutativity axioms.
7. Associative-commutative completion
By an associative-commutative completion procedure we mean any AC-comple-
tion procedure, where AC is a set of associativity and commutativity axioms
f(X,f(Y> z)) =f(f(x, Y), z),
“m-(x, Y), 2) =f(x,f(Y, z)),
f(x,Y)=f(Y,x)
for some operator symbols f (called AC operators), and the ordering D used to
decide whether a rule can be collapsed is defined by s D t if and only ifs is equivalent
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under AC to some term containing an instance oft, but not vice versa. (Th s ordering
is indeed well-founded.)
The only extended rules with respect to associativity and commutativity originate
from rules J’(s, t) + u with an AC operator f as outermost symbol on the left-hand
side. They are j(x,f(s, t)) -+f(x, u) and f(f(s, t), x) *f(u, x), where x is a new
variable not appearing in s, t, or u.
Unfortunately, extended rules themselves can be extended. For instance, the
extended rule f(x,f(s, t)) --f( , ) px u s ans two further extended rules
f(Y,f(x,f(s, r)))-f(.Y,f(x, u)) and f(f(x,f(s, t)), Y) -f(f(x, u), Y).
Indeed, since extended rules cannot be collapsed, no derivation producing a finite
system R” that contains a rule f(s,t)+ u can be fair with respect to extensions.
(That is, if R” = N”u S” contains a single rule with left-hand side f(s, t), then it
contains rules with arbitrarily large left-hand sides.) We shall prove that a consider-
ably weaker condition ensures the correctness of an AC-completion procedure.
Let R be a rewrite system. We define R’ as the rewrite system consisting of R
plus all extensions f( , x) + f( t, x) of rules + t in R for which there exist no rule
u-+v i n R and no substitution a, such that f(s, x) -xc uu and
f( t, x) -&,,RIAC vu. The set R’ is evidently a subset of R u EXT,,( R). It describes
the extensions that are actually computed in the Peterson-Stickel procedure.
For example, let R be the set consisting of three rules, x + 0 + , x + -x + 0 and
x * 0 + 0. The set R’ consists of R plus a single extended rule (x + -x) + y -j 0 + y.
The extended rule (x + 0) + y -+ x + y is not in R’, because it is equivalent
u n d e r  A C  to  an  ins tance ,  (x+y)+O+x+y, of x+0-+x. S i m i l a r l y ,
(x * 0) * Y *xc (X * y) * 0 and 0 * JJ  ‘R/AC‘ 0 imply that the extended rule
(x * 0) * y + 0 * y is not in R’ either.
Lemma 7.1. The operation of extending a set R to R” is idempotent, i.e., (R’)‘= R’.
Proof. Let s * t be a rule in R’. We show that there exist a rule u + v in R’ and
a substitution w such that f(s, x) ++& uu and f(t, x) -f&-uR,AC vu.
If .s* t is a rule in R, then the assertion follows from the definition of R’. If
s + t is not in R, it is an extended rule f(s’, y) --f( t’, y). Let (T be the substitution
where ya is f(_y, x), and zu is z for all variables z different from y. Then
f(s, x) ++&-.f(s’g, YC) and f(t, x) -?& f( t’g, ya). In other words, every extension
of an extended rule is equivalent under AC to an instance of the extended rule
itself. 0
Another important property of sets R’ is expressed in the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2. Let f(s, t) -+ u be a rule in R for which f is an AC operator, For every
term v and substitution a, there is a term w such that f(f(su, t(T), v) +R;c w, with the
rewrite step applying at the top, and f(uu, v) +&URIAC- w.
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Proof. Consider the extended rule f(f(s, t), x) +f(u, x). By the definition of R”,
there exist a rule s’-+ t’ in R” and a substitution T such that
f(f(.% r), x) ++:,-s’~ and f(u, x) -+&VRIAC. t’r.
We may assume without loss of generality that X(T is u. Thus, we have
f(f(so, to), v) ++z(- (s’T)~ and f(ua, u) -+&uRIAC (t’r)(~. Since s’-+ t’ is in R’,
the assertion follows immediately. 0
Proposition 7.3. Let AC be a set of associativity-commutativity axioms and
(&I, %, S”) FF;,,. (El, N,, ST) bV4(. . . * be a derivation for which E” = 0, CP,,  (R’“)
is a subset of Uk E,, and (R”)’ is a subset of lJk Sk. Then Rzc is canonical modulo
A.
Proof. Let (E,, No, So) kp (E,, N,, S,) t,. . . be a derivation satisfying the stated
conditions. It suffices to show that whenever a proof P in AC u E, u Ri contains a
peak s tR, u ---f (R,I,c_ t or a cliff s *A  u -+(R,)nc_ t (or the inverse of such a peak or
cliff), then there is a proof Q in AC u E, u R, for some j 2 0 such that P > v Q.
Using the same arguments as in Theorem 6.3, it can be shown that whenever P
is nonpersisting or contains a non-overlap, a variable overlap, or a peak, then there
is a proof Q in AC u E, u Rj for some j2 0 such that P > % Q. Let us therefore
suppose that Pcontains a proper overlap s eA(. u +R;, t. We may assume without
loss of generality that the cliff is of the form
f(f(u, v), w) ‘++acf(u,f(v, w)) eXC.f(u>f(sfl, tu)) ‘RIf(U, ra),
or
f(v,f(w, u)) ++ACf(f(v, w), u) ++Lf(f(sa, t(T), u) -R-f(ra, u),
where the rewrite step is by application of a rule f(s, t) -+ u’ in R”. We consider
only the first case, as the second is similar.
By Lemma 7.2, there is a term w’ such that f(f(sa, u), u) +CRmj;C w’, where the
rewrite step applies at the top, and f(u’~, u) -+&.vcRxjcIAC IV’. Fairness guarantees
that (R”)’ is a subset of Uk S,. Consequently, there is a proof
f(f(u, v), w) -+CSk)nC. w’+TZCUSAIACf(u, u’a) for some kz0.
The proof step f(f( u, v), w) H,,=f (u, f (v, w)) in P is more complex than all proof
steps in P’. This is evidently true for all proof steps in w’ +-&.USI,AC f(u, u’v). The
equality step f(f(u, u), w) *Ac.f(u,f(v, w)),not being bound on the right in P, is
also more complex than all equality steps in f(f( u, v), w) -zCSklAC w’, because all
the latter proof steps are bound on the right. Finally, the equality step is more
complex in the third component than the rewrite step in f(f(u, v), w) jcSrjAC. w’.
Using Lemma 6.1, we may infer that there is some proof Q in AC u E, u R, with
P>,8Q. 0
In comparison with Theorem 6.3, the above proposition is based on the assumption
that (R”)“, rather than EXT(R”), is a subset of IJk S,. The essential point, of
course, is that (R”)’ is finite, whenever R” is finite.
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Another improvement regarding extended rules is that AC-critical pairs obtained
by superposing on a proper subterm of an extended rule are superfluous. Namely,
if there is a proper overlap
f(uU, x(T) +-EXT,,(R) f(f(sv, tu), xa) -RR<- f(u, x”),
then there is also a proper overlap uu CR f( sa, ta) --+ R,X, ~1. The former overlap can
be eliminated, if the latter can be eliminated.
The correctness of Peterson and Stickel’s associative-commutative completion
procedure follows from Proposition 7.3. A number of canonical systems have been
derived with this procedure (cf. [12]).
Example 7.4. Let E be the set of axioms for commutative groups
x+0=x,
x + ( - x ) = 0 ,
x+(y+z)=(x+y)+z,
x + y = y + x .
Let AC denote the set of the associativity and commutativity axioms for addition
and R be the set of rules
x+0-+x,
-o+ 0,
- - x - - , x ,
-(x+y)+ - x + - y ,
x+--x-+0,
(x+-x)+y+y.
The rewrite system RAC. is canonical modulo AC.
Example 7.5. Augment the above set AC by the associativity and commutativity
for operator *, and the system R by rules
x*0-+0,
x*1+x,
x * -y---z -(x * y),
(x * -y) * z + -(x * y) * z,
x*(y+z)-+x*y+x*z,
(X*(y+Z))*x’~(X*y)*x’+(x*z)*X’
The resulting system RAc is a canonical system for associative-commutative rings
with unit.
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Example 7.6. Hsiang [lo] has presented a rewrite system
xf!o+o,
XAl-+X,
XAX’X,
-x+x.
where 0 (exclusive disjunction) and A (conjunction) are AC operators. The corre-
sponding system R&. constitutes a canonical system for boolean rings.
The termination of associative-commutative rewrite systems can, for instance, be
proved by polynomial orderings [20,5]or by associative path orderings [4]. Termina-
tion proofs for the above systems can be found in [24, lo].
8. The protected rule method
Jouannaud and Kirchner [14] have shown that extended rules need not always
be generated. We shall discuss their approach within our formalism.
First we extend the rewrite system 63X2, by additional transformation rules for
elimination of cliffs. The set 3% already contains rules for elimination of no -
overlaps or variable overlaps. For sets A tha  contain no equation t 6 x, the Extended
Critical Pair Lemma suggests a transformation rule
for elimination of proper overlaps. The difficulty with this transformation rule is
that the corresponding extension of 3Y induces a proof relation that is not
noetherian. Therefore we shall use a slightly more restrictive version
s-Au’R, t  * S-~v-RW-:t,
where s *+, u applies at a position p, v - R w applies at a position below p, and all
remaining proof steps are strictly below p. (Since the reduction ordering > is
compatible with A, we indeed have v > IV.)  The proof transformations described by
this rule are applicable if an A-critical pair is oriented into a rewrite rule before
any simplifications are performed. This restricts the range of possible simplifications,
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as the inference rules of composition and collapse together are less powerful than
the simplification inference rule.
By %!:(E,  N, S) we denote the binary relation on proofs consisting of all pairs
of proofs (P, Q) and (Pm’, 0-l) for which P 3 Q is either an instance of the above
proof transformation rules or an instance of a transformation rule of %T( E, N, S).
By 6%; (or simply Z2,) we denote the set U E,N,SS$(E, N, S), where E ranges over
all finite sets of equations and N and S over all finite rewrite systems contained in
>. The monotonic closure of %!9 is denoted by j,,.
Recall that the sets !3?: and 3: depend not only on the reduction ordering >,
but also on the ordering D, which determines the transformation rules reflecting
collapse. In the previous section we have proved that whenever D is well-founded,
then the corresponding set 92: induces a noetherian proof relation. In this section,
we shall consider only those cases in which D is the specialization ordering modulo
A, defined by s D t if and only if either s is a proper instance of t or some proper
subterm of s is equivalent with respect to A to an instance oft. We shall prove that
then the set 922 induces a noetherian proof relation whenever the specialization
ordering modulo A is well-founded. First observe the following lemma.
Lemma 8.1. The  proper specialization ordering modulo A is well-founded if and only
if the proper subterm ordering modulo A is.
(Incidentally, if the proper subterm ordering modulo A is well-founded, then A
cannot contain an equation t e x, so that for such sets A the Extended Critical Pair
Lemma does indeed cover all possible proper overlaps.)
Lemma 8.2. If the proper subterm ordering modulo A is well-founded, then the proof
relation +,, is noetherian.
Proof. Let P be a proof (to,. . . , t,) in Au E u R. Let u, = v, be the equation (or
rule) used in the ith proof step and let pi be he corresponding position. We redefine
the complexity of single proof steps as follows:
({Lti-ll, Ltil>, I, I, I, l) if tip,  et ti,
({[timll>? [t~pl/pllv  fir, I, [&I) if ti-l  *A &,
({[t,-Il>, Lti-IIPil, 1, %, [till if t,-, -+N 6,
({[till, [tilP;l, -L vi, [L,l) if t,-, cN ti,
({[ti-III, I9 IPil,  I, Lrtl) if tip, +s ti,
({Lril}, I, IPil3 I9 Ltr-ll) if tip, es t,.
Let >d be the lexicographic combination of the mul iset extension >M of the
reduction ordering >, the proper subterm ordering modulo A, the greater-than
relation, the proper subsumption ordering, and the reduction ordering >. We fi e
P 2, Q if and only if {Sf’, . . . , SL} >“, {SF,. . . , Sz}, where >“, is the multiset
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extension of >d. This ordering is well-founded if the proper subt mordering
modulo A is well-founded.
We show that whenever P is a proof, Q is a subproof of P, and (Q, Q’) is in %$,
then P[Q] >,u P[Q’]. This implies that the proof transformation relation >s is
noetherian.
Those transformations in which only the first component of the complexity
measure is needed-the transformations reflecting orientation, deletion, sim-
plification, and elimination of peaks-can be proved in the same way as in Lemma
6.2. We consider the remaining cases in detail.
(i) Extension. On the one hand, we have s -SN,u_U t >.$ s+-s,w[,l,,[cl t because
({[sl), [S/PI, J-9 4 [tl) >d ({[sl), L  IPI, 1, [tl).
On the other hand, s +.5,U_v t >s s-s,K,[ul_-w[ul t because ({[s]}, I, Ip. 41, I,
[t]) >d ({[s]}, I, IpI, I, [t]). (The sequence q is nonempty, as u --+u applies strictly
below the extended rule w[u]-+ w[v].
(ii) Protection. Here s +N t >.u .Y+.~ t, because ({[s]}, [s/p], I, u, [t]) >d ({[s]},
1, IPI, 1, ItI).
(iii) Composition. We have s +N,,s_, t >s s’N,S_u v +-R/A t, because ({[s]},
[s/p], I, s, [t]) >d ({[s]}, [s/p], I, s, [v]) and s is bigger than each term in u cR,* t.
Moreover, we have s +S t > .y s-+~ v +R/a t because s is bigger than each term
In 0 +R/A t and ({[sll, L IPI, 1, [tl) >d ({[sll, L IPI, -L [VI).
(iv) Cohpse. Let Q be a rewrite step s +N,_rt. A collapse inference may induce
two different proof transformations Q 3, ’.
If Q’ is a proofs +R,u_K,U’ ++E t, where s is a proper instance of V, then Q t,, Q’
because ({[sl), [sl, L 3, [[I) z=-~ ({[sl>, [sl, L ~1, [u’l) and {[sll >M {[u’l, [tl).
On the other hand, if Q’ is a proofs jR,, u’eE t, where all proof steps in  +R, u’
are strictly below the top, then Q >,u; ’ because s -+R t is more complex in the
second component than every proof step in s -+R, u’, and more complex in the first
component than u ++E t.
(v) Clifs, non-overlaps. Consider a non-overlap s -A u +R, t and the corre-
sponding rewrite proofs dR, v eA t. Both u +R,, t and s +R,, v represent the same
sequence of proof steps, applied to identical subterms of u and s respectively. Thus,
both proofs have the same complexity. Moreover, s > u implies that s *A u is more
complex than u -A  t, which implies Q >.v Q’.
(vi) ClrJtYs, variable overlaps. Let Q be a variable overlap s -A u -+R, t.
If the corresponding rewrite proof Q’ is of the form S ++A u +-& t, then Q >$ Q’
because s ++A u and s ++A v have the same complexity, whereas each proof step in
u --+gn t is more complex in the first component than every proof step in v +$,, t.
If the rewrite proof Q’ is of the form s +i,u -A w +& t, then Q >.$ Q’ because
s ++A u is more complex (in the first or second component) than every proof step
in Q’.
(vii) ClifSs, proper overlaps. Consider a proper overlap s *A u -+R4 t and a corre-
sponding proof s ++% u -+R w ++s t, where all proof steps in s ++2 u are strictly
below s ++A u. The proof step s ++A u is more complex in the second component
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than each proof step in s-2 U. It is more complex in the third component than
the rewrite step ~1 +R w, and more complex in the first component than each proof
step in w ++2 t. Thus, Q >.ic 0’.
Finally, it can easily be checked that in all of the above cases Q >$ Q’ also implies
P[Ol >.u PLQ’I. q
We say that a derivation (E,, N,, S,) kr (E, , N,, S,) t?. . . is fair if and only if
(a) CP,(R”) is a subset of lJk Ek, and
(b) for each rule s -+ t in R” and equation u = u in A for which some nonvariable
subterm u/p is A-unifiable with s, either the extended rule U[S] + u[ t] is contained
in Uk Sk, or else all A-critical pairs of s ---z t on u = z, at position p are contained
in Uk Rk.
An A-completion procedure is said to be fair if and only if all nonfailing
derivations it generates are fair.
Theorem 8.3. Let A be a set of equations with a jnite,  complete uni$cation algorithm
such that the proper subterm ordering modulo A is well-founded. If an A-completion
procedure is fair and does not fail for the given input, then Rz is canonical modulo A.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.3, but by induction on as
instead of on +$. It differs in the elimination of proper overlaps s *A u -+R; t.
Fairness ensures that each such cliff can be transformed by +i to some proof
s +(s,j, t or s **A  v--+~~ w ++s t. 0
The theorem applies to all sets of equations A for which the proper subterm
ordering modulo A is well-founded. This excludes, for instance, theories with
identity, f (x, e) = x, or equipotency, f (f (x)) = x. Theories containing such axioms
have to be dealt with by the extended rule method.
The theorem settles several of the open problems posed by Jouannaud and
Kirchner [ 141. In particular, we have shown that the correctness of the Jouannaud-
Kirchner method can be established without assuming that the proper subsumption
ordering modulo A is well-founded. Moreover, we have proved that A-critical pairs
provide a completely general alternative to extended rules. Jouannaud and
Kirchner’s procedure, though fair in our sense, may on occasion require computation
of extended (or at least protected) rules.
For instance, in the Jouannaud-Kirchner procedure, if in an A-critical overlap
vu ++A UC +RA ua[ tg] of a rule s + t on an equation u = v, the term vu is not
reducible, then the extended rule u[s]+ u[ t] is generated instead of the A-critical
pair vu = ua[ t(~]. Our definition of fairness covers A-completion procedures that
never generate extended (or protected) rules. With such procedures it is possible
to construct reduced systems.
A system RA is said to be r duced if for every rule s -+ t in R, the term s is not
reducible by Ra and t is not reducible by R,,, where R’ denotes R\{s -+ t}.
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Let R be the limit of a fair derivation in %‘A i  which no rules are protected and
neither composition nor collapse apply to any persisting rule. Then
(i) no right-hand side of any rule in R is reducible by RA (for otherwise a
composition inference could have been applied), and
(ii) no proper subterm of a left-hand side is reducible by RA and no left-hand
side is a proper instance of another left-hand side (for otherwise a collapse inference
could have been applied).
The system RA, though canonical modulo A, need not be reduced as it may contain
two distinct rules s -+ t and u -+ u such that s ti; uu, for some substitution u. But
we can apply the following proposition (cf. [14]) to obtain a reduced complete
system from R.
Proposition 8.4. Let R be a finite  rewrite system and A be a set of equations, such
that the proper subterm ordering modulo A is well-founded and Rn is canonical modulo
A. Let R’ be the system obtained from R by deleting any rule s -+ t for which there is
a rule u + v, distinct from s --$ t, such that s ++ 2 uu for some substitution u. Then Ra
is also canonical modulo A.
The protection rule can be used to allow for a slightly more general version of
the collapse inference rule. Suppose s = t is an A-critical pair in CP,(N, A) and
let u -+ u be a rule in R, such that s -2 U(T for some substitution u. The equation
s = t can be simplified and replaced by U(T = t. However, fairness requires that s = t
be oriented into a rewrite rule s - t. Since collapse by R, at the top is not allowed,
the rule s + t cannot be collapsed. Instead of adding s + t as a rule, we can add
the equation VW = t, while at the same time protecting the rule u -+V. This inference
is reflected on the proof level by a transformation
where the left-hand side is a proper overlap, the proof step s ++A u applie at position
p, and all proof steps in s + , u are below p. This proof transformation is simplifying
with respect to >,u, as all proof steps in the subproof s ++: zl’ of s -sA u are bound
on the right, whereas s ++A u is not. Therefore, the above correctness result also
holds for the extension of the inference system E’ by such a new inference rule.
Jouannaud and Kirchner [ 141 implicitly use this kind of inference. The disadvan-
tage is that the rule u +u has to be protected, which in the final analysis may
increase the number of rules and prevent construction of reduced systems.
In their completion procedure, Jouannaud and Kirchner also consider rewrite
relations L u NA, where L is left-linear, combining rewriting modulo a congruence
with standard rewriting in an attempt to avoid the costly operations of A-matching
and A-unification when dealing with left-linear rules. This refinement can readily
be formalized within our framework.
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The goal of such a modified completion procedure is to construct a rewrite system
R = Lu N u S, such that Lu (N u S), is canonical modulo A. In proof normaliza-
tion terms, completion has to achieve the construction of rewrite proofs module A
by Lu(NuS),. This requires elimination not only of those proofs specified by
JV%, but also of all cliffs s cL u “A t, where the second proof step is below the first.
(Such cliffs must not be interpreted as single rewrite steps s +L,t in this approach.)
Elimination of such cliffs can be achieved by standard critical pair computation.
The proof transformation relation ,, can be extended accordingly. (To be more
precise, elimination of proper overlaps can be described by a transformation rule
that is applicable if a critical pair is first deduced and then oriented. Similar
transformation rules can be formulated for elimination of non-overlaps and variable
overlaps.) The extended transformation relation, though noetherian, is not contained
in t,.It is contained in the proof ordering induced by the following complexity
measure on proofs.
Let Pbe a proof (to,...,t,) in AuEuR,  where R=LuNuS.  Let u,=vi be
the equation (or rule) used in the ith proof step and p, be the corresponding position.
Define the complexity of single proof steps by
‘({Lti-ll, [t,l), 1, J-, J-, 1) if ti-1 ++E ti,
({[Lll>, AP, ui. 1, [Cl) if tip1 -+LUN ti,
sP= ({[tiI>, AP, Vi, 1, [tt-,I)
if ti_, tLuN ti,
({[ttplll, A:, 1, IPlI,til) if tip1 +s ti,
({[Cl}, AP, I, hl, [ti-11) if tim1 +S G,
,I if ti-, eA t,.
In this complexity measure, equality steps ti_1 ++A t, contribute only indirectly to
the complexity of a proof, via the multisets A: which indicate the complexity of
that peak or cliff in P of which the ith proof step is a part. They are defined in the
following way.
If t,-, -+R t,, let ni be the largest number, such that the subproof (ti__n,y . . . , ti) of
P is of the form ti_,,, cR ti_,,+, -5 t,_, +R ti or ti-,,, ++*A t,_, +R ti. Evidently, n, 3 1.
If tip1 tR ti, let nj be the largest number, such that the subproof (ti_1, . . . , ti+,,) is
of the form ti_, tR tj ++x ti+,,-, -+R titnr Or t,-, CR  ti ++z tit,,,. If tipI *Au,5 ti, let ni
be 0. Define the “weighted term” 6: to be ([ ti_,/pi], 0) if tipI +R ti ; ([ti/pi]y  0) if
t,_, +R ti; ([tj/pi], pp+ 1) if tj-, ++A ti; and I otherwise. Then A: is the multiset
tKn,+, , . . ., Sp} if ti_, +R t,; and the multiset {lp, . . . , l,:,,} if ti_, tR ti.
Let >e be the lexicographic combination of the mul iset extension >M of the
reduction ordering >, the multiset extension of the lexicographic combination of
the proper subterm ordering modulo A and the greater-than relation, the proper
subsumption ordering, the greater-than relation, and the reduction ordering >. A
ordering on proofs, based on >e, can be defined in the usual way.
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9. Critical pair criteria
The efficiency of A-completion can often be improved by sifting out redundant
A-critical pairs. For standard completion, a number of criteria have been developed
to determine whether a critical pair is redundant (for an overview see [2]). Critical
pair criteria for associative-commutative completion have been discussed by Winkler
[29], Kiichlin [19], and Kapur, Musser and Narendran [15]. We shall adapt the
concept of blocking [27] to A-completion for sets A for which the proper subterm
ordering modulo A is well-founded.
A rewrite step s +R t is said to be blocked (with respect to A) if it is by application
of some rule with a substitution  f r which all terms X(T  are irreducible by R/A.
For example, if R contains rules -(x-t y) + -x+ -y and 0+x + x, and + is an
AC operator, then the rewrite step -((x+0) + y) +R -(x+0)+-y is not blocked
with respect to AC, because the term x+0, which is substituted for x, is reducible
by R/AC. Most nonblocked rewrite steps can be eliminated from proofs.
Let P be the proof consisting of a single proof step u[sc~[xa, . . . , xc]] yR
u[ta[xv, . . . , XCT]], where a rule s[x, . . . , x] + f[x, . . . , x] is applied. If the term xu
is reducible by R/A, say xu +RIA  U, then we can replace P by a proof Q of the form
u[sa[xu,. . . ,xa]] ‘R/A u[sfl[v,xu,.  . ,~(T]]+‘&A u[sfl[v,.  . , v]]
‘R u[tu[v,. . .) v]] t&A u[tu[xu,. . . ,xu]].
This transformation is similar to the proof transformation induced by collapse. It
is simplifying with respect to >.I, provided the rewrite rule s+ t is in N and not
in S.
We say that a critical overlap vu+AVR~u+~,uu[fu] of s+ t on u-+ v is
blocked if each of its rewrite steps is blocked. An A-critical pair is blocked if its
corresponding A-critical overlap is. Nonblocked A-critical pairs in CP,( N, N) and
CPA(  N, A) are redundant and need not be computed by an A-completion procedure.
In the case of associative-commutative completion, blocking can also be applied
in a restricted form to extended rules. For instance, proof steps f(su, xu) +R
f( to, X(T)  in which an extended rule f( s, x) + f( t, x) is applied with a substitution
u such that yu is reducible by R/AC for some variable y in s, can be eliminated.
(Such proof steps “extend” a nonblocked rewrite step su -+R u.) The “extension
variable” x, on the other hand, may well be instantiated by a reducible term.
For example, consider the two rules, a + b + c and (a + a) + (h + b) --+ d, where
the operator + is associative-commutative. The only AC-critical pairs are those
involving the extended rules, (a + b) + x+ c+x and ((a+u)+(b+b))+x-t d+x.
They require that the extension variable x be instantiated by a reducible term. If
those AC-critical pairs are considered redundant, no new equation is generated.
However, the system is not canonical modulo AC, as (a + 6) + (a + b) has two
different normal-forms, c+ c and d, that are not equivalent with respect to AC.
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10. Summary
We have formalized completion modulo a congruence as an equational inference
system and have developed techniques, based on proof orderings, for reasoning
about the inference system. In this framework, we have established the correctness
of various types of completion procedures.
The extended rule method can be applied to arbitrary sets A for which minimal,
complete sets of unifiers exist and includes procedures characterized by the system-
atic use of extended rules, Peterson and Stickel’s associative-commutative comple-
tion procedure being one example. We have formulated a suitable notion of fairness
and have proved that all fair extended rule completion procedures are correct.
Moreover, we have shown that the fairness conditions can be considerably weakened
for associative-commutative completion procedures.
The protected rule method, which includes the Jouannaud-Kirchner procedure,
also applies to sets A for which minimal, complete sets of unifiers exist. Correctness
has been proved under the assumption that the proper subterm ordering modulo A
is well-founded. (In particular, this covers all theories A for which congruence
classes are finite.)
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